Be a Safe Walker!

1. Always walk on the sidewalk. If there is no sidewalk, walk FACING traffic.
2. Dress to be seen. During the day, wear brightly colored clothing, and at night wear special reflective material on your shoes, hat or clothing.
3. Watch for vehicles turning into or backing out of parking spaces or driveways.
4. Always cross streets directly and never diagonally.
5. Obey all traffic signs and signals.

6. Tips for Crossing the Street:
   - Cross only at corners or marked crosswalks.
   - Stop at the curb, or the edge of the road.
   - Look all ways -- left, right, left again, and over your shoulder before you step into the street.
   - If you see a car, wait until it goes by. Then look all ways again until no cars are coming.
   - When crossing in front of stopped cars, make eye contact to be sure drivers see you before crossing in front of them.
   - Walk. Don’t run.
   - Follow the steps for a safe crossing!

Steps for a safe crossing:

STOP
WAIT
LOOK (Left, Right and Left Again)
LISTEN
ALL CLEAR?
WALK (keep looking and listening as you cross, until you reach the other side)